A critical analysis of research methods and experimental models to study working length determination and the performance of apex locators – A narrative review with recommendations for the future
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Abstract
Outcome studies have repeatedly shown that the apical endpoint of root canal preparation and filling is a determinate factor for the outcome of root canal treatment. Accurate determination of root canal length enhances the efficacy of chemomechanical disinfection and prevents over-/under-instrumentation and over-/under-filling in relation to the canal terminus. Long and short root canal fillings are consistently reported to be associated with higher rates of post-treatment endodontic disease. Although standards for undertaking and reporting diagnostic accuracy studies are available, publications dealing with the determination of root canal length are highly heterogeneous and describe procedures inconsistently. The aim of this review is to critically assess the methodology of publications in the past three decades. The process of planning, performing and analysing working length studies are presented stepwise with suggestions to optimize research methods.
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INTRODUCTION
The apical extent of root canal treatment remains an important prognostic factor for the success of root canal treatment (Kojima et al., 2004; Ng et al., 2008; Sjögren et al., 1990). In outcome studies, clinical success rates are correlated to the length of the root canal filling and not to the working length (WL). Therefore, the relevance of WL in terms of treatment success has not yet been established. Determining a specific endpoint for WL may not be suitable for all treatment protocols such as for teeth with vital and nonvital pulps or for primary and secondary root canal treatments. However, an accurate determination of an apical landmark provides clinicians with a reference from which the WL could be adjusted to adapt different root canal treatment procedures as well as to specific pulpal and periapical status of the teeth.

Unfortunately, studies investigating WL determination methods deviate from recommendations for diagnostic accuracy studies and have inconsistent experimental designs. The aim of this paper is not to summarize the literature of WL determination, but to provide a critical overview of the
methodology used in WL studies. In reviewing the literature, criticism of specific publications and their authors has been avoided. Instead, a summary of research parameters is provided along with suggestions for designing and performing WL studies. In addition to the requirements described in the PRIDE guidelines for reporting and the STARD guidelines for manuscripts on diagnostic accuracy studies (Bossuyt et al., 2015; Nagendrababu et al., 2021), in the present review efforts were made to aid researchers in validating methodology protocols and statistical analysis.

Unlike electronic WL methods, radiographic methods are not covered extensively in this review as they are not the focus of the contemporary literature.

REVIEW

Following a manual search of 621 publications in the PubMed and Web of Science databases, a total of 209 publications from 1990 to March 2021 were reviewed (File S1). Search terms were “root canal treatment”, “working length” and “apex locators”. Included were English-language publications that addressed WL determination and provided sufficient details of methodology to be summarized in this narrative review. The descriptive data of the present review are presented mainly in percentages without a margin of error. The frequencies presented should not be considered absolute values, as they may not include all publications, but are intended to represent the status quo of the literature on endodontic WL determination. The unit of analysis was not consistently the publication, but the dependent variable of interest reported.

TYPES OF WL STUDIES

Fortunately, in vivo studies constitute a considerable proportion of WL publications. In many in vivo studies, after determining the WL clinically, the teeth investigated were extracted with the measuring file fixed in the root canal and the distances to specific apical landmarks were then measured ex vivo (Figure 1). Although cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) is still not indicated for WL determination (Patel et al., 2019), when available, some studies used CBCT images to evaluate the in vivo determined WL (Ustun et al., 2016). Other in vivo studies compared WL measurements without an apical reference point. Although these studies may provide information about the agreement of different WL determination methods, they cannot provide information on the accuracy of tested methods.

The bulk of studies were performed ex vivo, and mostly confirmed the accuracy, precision and repeatability of electronic apex locators (EAL). It is rather peculiar that in some publications the less precise WL radiograph (Vandevoorde & Bjorndahl, 1969) was used to judge the accuracy of EALs. Some in situ studies were performed on cadavers, which offers better simulation of clinical circumstances and avoids the exposure of patients to ionizing radiation when radiographic techniques are used.

Recommendations:

- Investigating the agreement between EALs or CBCT measurements and the imprecise WL radiograph should be avoided.
- In vivo testing should be predominately used to assess WL methods that have been proven ex vivo to be accurate and precise.
- Evaluating WL measurements without the use of a suitable anatomical apical reference or controls should be avoided.

METHODS OF WL DETERMINATION

Clinically, endodontic WL is mainly determined radiographically or/and electronically (Zaugg et al., 2020). Over the past three decades, studies on WL accuracy focused on EALs due to their high accuracy and precision (Figure 2). However, only a small number of studies tested endodontic motors with integrated EALs.

Periapical radiographs, despite their inaccuracy, are still widely used to confirm electronic WL measurements as they may offer additional diagnostic information. The number of publications evaluating radiographic WL determination has dropped to 4% since the introduction of EALs.
CBCT has been reported to provide accurate WL measurements (Connert et al., 2014; Janner et al., 2011; Jeger et al., 2012; Liang et al., 2013; Metska et al., 2014) but is still not indicated when the ALARA principles are followed. The hope is that in the future the radiation dose of CBCT will be reduced to allow the routine use of 3D diagnostics in endodontics.

Other WL assessment techniques, such as the paper points and tactile methods, have limited use either because of poor precision or the need for specific clinical circumstances (Jordan et al., 2014; Marcos-Arenal et al., 2009; Stabholz et al., 1995).

Recommendation:
• Further research should be performed on CBCT and EALs integrated within endodontic motors as these two WL methods are rarely reported.

**ACCURACY AND PRECISION**

Although the two terms are used interchangeably, they are two separate entities that differ from each other. Accuracy describes how far measurements are away from a specific target, such as the apical foramen. Precision describes how far the measurements are away from each other regardless of the target, that is, the scatter of the measurements. Indeed, a precise device can also be inaccurate. This occurs when its measurements are close to each other, but distant from the target. Accurate and precise methods provide measurements close to the target and close to each other.

Recommendations:
• Separate measures for accuracy and precision should be provided.
• Collecting WL data in categories should be avoided, as this obscures the precision.

**ACCURACY TOLERANCE**

To determine the “accuracy”, a distance interval is specified within which all measurements are considered accurate. However, some studies did not report the accuracy tolerance. Figure 3 shows that the tolerance of ±0.5 mm was commonly used, probably because this is the tolerance accepted by clinicians, especially endodontists. The use of ±1 mm provides less differentiation between WL methods; however, this may be suitable for the less accurate radiographic measurements or as a complementary result. Some studies used a tolerance of 0 mm (Figure 3). The determined accuracy with a zero tolerance is not valid without a proof that the sum of all procedure errors, including examiner error, is equal to zero. Since this is unlikely to happen, any procedural error will inevitably result in measurements outside the accuracy tolerance range and will account for the inaccuracy of methods tested, which is incorrect.

The use of accuracy tolerance around the major foramen must be carefully interpreted. It is critical to consider measurements beyond the foramen as accurate, since it is well established that poorer outcomes are associated with over-filling of the root canal (Kojima et al., 2004; Ng et al., 2008; Sjögren et al., 1990). Therefore, it is recommended to differentiate between WLs beyond the foramen and those short of it. The question is, what is the cut-off point at which measurements beyond the foramen can be considered accurate? The answer to this question is related to the
quantity of procedural error. For instance, if it is around 0.25 mm, it is reasonable to consider measurements beyond the foramen but within this tolerance distance as accurate.

Recommendations:

- Using zero accuracy tolerance without summing up all procedural errors should be avoided.
- A ±0.5 mm tolerance should be used for better differentiation of WL methods and clinical acceptance.
- Wider accuracy intervals could be used for less accurate methods or as complementary results.

**SAMPLE SIZE AND POWER CALCULATIONS**

Only 3% of the publications reviewed reported sample size calculations. Setting the accuracy tolerance ahead of the study may facilitate sample size calculation. The accuracy tolerance can be regarded as the least significant difference to be detected, and together with the standard deviation (SD) of similar published studies, the power and sample size can be calculated. Also, the effect size, which is the difference between group means in terms of SD, is commonly used to calculate sample size. With a pooled SD of 1, the difference between the means of two groups is equal to the effect size.

In practical terms, statistical software is used to define these parameters and calculate the appropriate sample size for a specific power of the study. Figure 4a,b show the relation between sample size and power. There are far fewer samples required when the SD is reduced from 1 to 0.7. This underlines the benefits of minimizing procedural errors and comparing highly accurate and precise methods, as both will result in a narrow SD.

In the EAL publications reviewed, the distances between the tip of the measuring file and the target had a mean SD of 0.55 (99% CI: 0.4 – 0.7 mm). Therefore, it is reasonable to use Figure 4d to calculate the sample size for most EAL studies when the SD is unknown.

In some studies, groups with differences less than those used for sample size calculations were incorrectly considered statistically significantly different.

Recommendations:

- Sample size could be calculated using the SD of similar published studies along with the difference to detect or the effect size.
- For new methods with unknown SD, Figure 4d may be used for EAL accuracy studies; in this case, adjustments of sample size may be needed.

**STUDY ERROR**

All procedural errors that can be calculated are known as “determinate” errors. Figure 5 reveals that most publications did not report error parameters. In those publications, the study error is unknown and is inevitably added to that of the method tested, as in this publication (ElAyouti et al., 2002). The effect of summing up procedural errors to the determined accuracy is unpredictable and does not necessarily worsen the results, but may also lead to an improved accuracy depending on whether a negative or positive error value is added. This is another reason why the results of WL studies are poorly reproducible, even when performed with the same methodology.

Repeatability and reproducibility represent the agreement between replicated measurements. Repeatability requires that measurements be performed within a short period of time by the same operator, using the same tools and under the same conditions. Similar standards are applied for reproducibility, except that the time between replicated measurements is longer and the conditions may change. Repeatability may be more important in WL studies, as the clinically determined WL is generally used to shape or fill the root canal in the same visit. Usually, the WL is recapitulated and confirmed in subsequent visits.

In Figure 5, it is perplexing to see the cluster of different error parameters presented in WL publications. Fortunately, it is not necessary to calculate every single parameter, since one specific parameter, namely “experimental repeatability”, can be calculated to include most determinate errors. The repeatability of the experimental setup would be calculated with a device of known high accuracy and precision. Pairs of measurements are taken on each subject going through all steps of the procedure, and two standard deviations are calculated below and above the mean difference of repeated measurements (Bland & Altman, 1986). This would include 95% of the determinable error of the experiment and must be well below the defined accuracy tolerance. If this value is above an acceptable range, for example 30–40% of the accuracy tolerance, the experimental setup is not precise enough and the main source of error must be identified by assessing the error parameters (Figure 5).

Unlike determinate errors, random errors have an unknown source and are indeterminate, often due to unexpected changes in study conditions. Random errors may be reduced by taking the mean of multiple measurements on the same subject, as is often performed in WL studies (Cianconi et al., 2010; Duran-Sindreu et al., 2013; Saatchi et al., 2014; Williams et al., 2006).

Other statistically determinable errors are those that affect the results of an experiment, namely false positives...
and false negatives, also known as Type I ($\alpha$) and Type II ($\beta$) errors.

**Recommendations:**

- The repeatability of the experimental setup should be determined to quantify systematic errors.
- If necessary, the magnitude of error parameters presented in Figure 5 could be evaluated to locate the main source of error.

**ETHICAL APPROVAL**

According to the PRILE 2021 reporting guidelines (Nagendrababu et al., 2021), the use of human materials must have ethical approval from review boards as well as informed consent from patients. In some publications, with these requirements fulfilled, patients including children were exposed to unnecessary ionizing radiation by obtaining WL radiographs prior to tooth extraction. Certainly, this is inappropriate, but it is also a reminder to critically judge the ethical aspects of publications aside from whether review board approval has been obtained. Recommendations: Unnecessary treatment steps, especially exposure to ionizing radiation, must be eliminated from study designs, even when informed consent was obtained. The validity of ethical approval should be checked by the journals on submission.

**SAMPLE SELECTION**

Generally, the sample should be representative of the population under study. In WL studies, the sample would preferably include all types of teeth requiring root canal treatment. Figure 6 shows that the majority of studies tested single-rooted teeth and straight root canals. Teeth indicated for root canal treatment were rarely included, but teeth extracted for periodontal or orthodontic reasons were frequently used. The evaluation of new WL methods may necessitate the use of easily accessible root canals to minimize measurement variability due to difficult anatomy. However, at some point, more information is required on the performance of these methods not only

---

**FIGURE 4** Relation between sample size and power calculations with standard deviation of 1 (a) and 0.7 (b), dotted lines show sample size using a power of 0.9 (a and b). Relation between sample size and difference to detect with standard deviation of 1 (c) and 0.7 (d), dotted lines show sample size using difference in means of 0.5 (c and b). Calculations for 2 groups, Alpha (Type I error) =0.05, statistical program JMP 15.2.0

---
in posterior teeth would affect WL results compared to straight root canals of anterior teeth, comparing posterior teeth to anterior teeth without describing differences in the angle and radius of root canal curvature is not sufficient.

Recommendations:
- Posterior teeth should be included in samples, as current data are based mainly on single-rooted teeth and straight root canals.
- Teeth indicated for root canal treatment and teeth with restorations and apical resorption should be included.

**ALLOCATION OF SAMPLE**

Whilst randomization and allocation requirements are illustrated in the PRILE 2021 guidelines, in EAL studies multiple methods/EALs may be examined in the same root canal, and thus, allocating the sample into groups may not be required. However, in this design, the sequence of using different WL methods in the same root canal must be randomized. Moreover, the different sequences should be equally distributed in the sample. In this powerful design, the use of pairwise comparisons eliminates the differences between subjects and thus offers a better differentiation between the methods tested. In clinical studies, it is sometimes difficult to obtain balance between test groups using randomization, especially when the criteria of patients are unknown prior to recruitment. In these instances, minimization (Scott et al., 2002) is more convenient than stratified randomization.
Recommendations:

- The sequence of WL measuring methods should be randomized when used in the same root canal.
- Randomization or minimization could be used for sample allocation.

**ALTERATION OF TEETH FOR CONVENIENCE**

Decoronation or sectioning of the crowns of teeth to be tested are usually justified by providing direct access to the root canal and attaining flat, horizontal surfaces for a reproducible coronal reference point. Some studies ground study teeth to a standardized length that is clinically uncommon Figure 7. Although these tooth alterations simplify the methodology and are convenient, they deviate from the clinical situation, and therefore, more careful interpretation of the results may be needed.

Recommendation:

- Sample and study conditions should be kept as close as possible to the clinical scenario, and major alterations to tooth anatomy should be avoided.

**APICAL REFERENCE FOR WL**

The majority of studies, including in vivo ones, verified the apical landmarks ex vivo on extracted teeth (Jung et al., 2011; Lucena et al., 2014; Vasconcelos et al., 2015; Vieyra & Acosta, 2011). Some studies used EALs to determine fixed distances from the foramen (Figure 8). This would be inappropriate because EALs measure relative impedances, not distances. A similar mistake is to expect apex locators to locate distances in mm according to the numerical display of the devices as “0.5” and “1”. In fact, some companies replaced the numerical display with coloured LEDs to avoid this misunderstanding. According to the present principal function of EALs, two points can be located. The first point is the contact point between the periodontium and the root canal. It is not only represented by foramina, but also by resorptions, perforations, root fractures and all other contact points with the periodontium. EALs locate this point by utilizing the constant electrical resistance of soft tissues. Close to it is the second point of the narrowest root canal area, represented by the so-called apical constriction. At this point, EALs detect a remarkable change in the relative impedance measurements. In the case of tapered or parallel root canal walls, these two landmarks are very close to each other or nearly at the same point.

**Apical foramen (major foramen)**

Due to its location on the outer surface of the root tip, the foramen is the most consistent apical reference. It may also represent the junction between pulp and periodontal tissues. The WL to the apical foramen is the most frequently determined (Figure 8). It is commonly performed by introducing a file into the root canal until the tip is visualized flush with the major foramen. Whilst this procedure seems to be accurate, a measure of precision is often missing. And although many studies recorded the average of multiple measurements, the agreements between replicate measurements were rarely presented. A simple presentation of the limits of agreement of replicate measurements would be very informative (Bland & Altman, 1986).

**Apical constriction**

The constriction is the reference point of choice to preserve the apical anatomy. Retaining the WL to the constriction will minimize irritation to the periapical tissues and prevent over-instrumentation and over-filling (Ricucci & Langeland, 1998).

Longitudinal sections of the root canals are commonly used to expose the constriction with the measuring file fixed in place. Longitudinal sections have been reported to be associated with substantial variability in determining the position of the apical constriction (Schell et al., 2017), but this still needs to be ascertained by other similar studies. Determination of the apical constriction is
extremely critical and needs a meticulous experimental setup. Comparing the areas of root canal cross sections, though laborious, may be an optimal method to locate the narrowest part of the root canal (Connert et al., 2018).

**Minor foramen**

When the major foramen has a funnel shape, the minor foramen is its smallest diameter more coronally, and is supposed to coincide with the apical extent of the constriction. Studies utilizing the minor foramen as an apical reference photographed the major foramen and used image software to measure the distance to the narrowest part of the root canal. In parallel and tapered root canal walls, the minor foramen is not identifiable. Also, the accuracy and precision of this procedure is unclear.

**Radiographic apex**

The radiographic apex is the only choice when evaluating periapical radiographs. It is well established that the radiographic apex can be misleading when used as a reference landmark (Liang et al., 2011). Nevertheless, a WL radiograph can provide valuable diagnostic information. However, due to the known imprecision of radiographic WL, it is not appropriate to use it to assess the more accurate EAL or CBCT measurements.

Recommendations:

- Apical reference landmarks should be defined and matched to the method of WL determination or the scale of the EAL.

- Using EALs to determine fixed distances from anatomic landmarks should be avoided.
- Investigating the agreement between EALs or CBCT measurements and the imprecise WL radiograph should be avoided.

**CALIBRATION OF EXAMINERS**

WL studies regularly involve operators performing WL measurements and evaluators rating them. Calibration allows examiners to become familiar with study procedures and improve their accuracy and precision. The level of attained examiner reliability should not be assumed, but must be presented by calculating the agreement of operators and evaluators. Figure 5 reveals that in the majority of studies, the examiners were not calibrated. Moreover, a measure of agreement is frequently missing.

Recommendations:

- Both operators and evaluators should be calibrated.
- A measure of agreement should be provided to check that calibration has been achieved.

**BLINDING OF EXAMINERS**

Blinding, for its part, reduces bias by keeping operators and evaluators unaware of the measuring parameters and measuring devices. Preferably, two examiners will be involved in the blinding process. One operator determines the WL and the second reads and records the measurements. To minimize transcription errors, another examiner monitors the entire process and checks the recorded data. These arrangements are rarely performed in WL studies. When blinding is reported, either operators are unaware of the measuring parameters or evaluators being blinded to the WL methods or devices; the latter scenario is more likely and was more frequently conducted in WL publications (Figure 5).

Recommendations:

- All examiners should be included in the process of blinding, not only evaluators.
- At least two examiners should conduct WL measurements: a blinded operator to perform the measurements and another operator to read and record them.

**STOPPERS AND SPACERS**

Stoppers are routinely used in WL determination to adjust and read the length of measuring files. For convenience,
silicon or rubber stoppers are used that move easily along the shaft of endodontic instruments. To prevent over-instrumentation during shaping of the root canal, clinicians are constantly watching the stoppers to monitor the achieved preparation length and to instantly prevent the displacement of instruments when the stoppers touch a coronal reference point. The mean error of just adjusting and reading the length of hand files has been shown \textit{ex vivo} to amount to 0.5 mm (ElAyouti & Löst, 2006); however, in practice, this error is likely to be much greater. It is much more dramatic when stoppers unmarketably become displaced upon hitting the coronal reference point, especially when rotating files are used. When considering the efforts needed to restrict study errors in relation to the defined accuracy tolerance, the error of adjusting and reading stoppers is large and would account for inconsistent WL measurements even when using highly accurate EALs and meticulous care during length determination. For that reason, many studies used resin to fix stoppers to the measuring file or to the tooth to reduce this error. In \textit{ex vivo} studies, adopting automated tools (D’Assuncao et al., 2010; Hör et al., 2005) and utilizing micrometre gauges connected to a computer can reduce procedural errors arising from the movement of stoppers and reading the file length as well as eliminating operator and transcription errors. Yet, these simple mounting devices are rarely used in published studies. Clinically, instead of stoppers, the use of spacers resembling implant key heights (El Kholy et al., 2019; Sittikornpaiboon et al., 2021) eliminate errors of adjustment, reading and movement of stoppers, and spare clinicians the continuous monitoring of the position of stoppers.

Recommendations:

- In \textit{ex vivo} studies, mounting and automated devices should be used to eliminate errors from adjusting stoppers and reading of measurements.
- \textit{In vivo}, spacers should be used instead of stoppers to eliminate errors arising from the movement of stoppers.

THE USE OF EAL IN DRY ROOT CANALS

Dry root canals were a requirement for the first generations of EAL that measured simple resistance or impedance at the foramen (Nekoofar et al., 2006). Since the introduction of intracanal impedance gradient measurements, dry root canals are no longer a requirement; on the contrary, they cause unstable measurements. Modern EALs utilize relative impedance measurements, and therefore, the root canals should not be dried and must be kept moistened for EAL measurements. However, some studies tested EALs in dry root canals and, as expected, reported inconsistent results.

Recommendation:

- The root canal should be kept moistened when using EALs to ensure consistent measurements.

DESIGN OF STUDY

The methodology of WL studies is frequently designed to explore either the accuracy of WL methods or the effect of clinical parameters on the determined accuracy. For accuracy determination, commonly percentages of measurements within a tolerance interval are given as well as the mean and SD of the differences. The margin of error, for example confidence intervals, and the repeatability of tested methods are frequently missing. The repeatability is clinically relevant because electronic WL measurements can be repeated in the same root canal, particularly when EAL are integrated in endodontics motors. Repeatability can be calculated easily by pairwise measurements in the same root canal; multiple measurements in the same root canal can also be analysed (Bland & Altman, 2007).

To explore the factors influencing WL measurements, the simplest and most intuitively understandable design is to maintain all WL parameters constant, except for the specific parameter of interest. The effect of combined parameters should be explored later when the effect of each influencing factor is known. Then, a meaningful combination of those parameters having the greatest impact could be evaluated. However, combination of many parameters may be difficult to report. For example, evaluating three EALs using multiple irrigants in many types of root canals often results in more than 20 groups of combinations. Statistically, it is possible to analyse the separate and combined parameters. However, the results are often difficult to comprehend, and the sample size must be enormous to reach a satisfactory power.

Recommendations:

- Repeatability of the WL methods tested should be provided.
- Accuracy should be presented with the margin of error to estimate the precision, for example CI.
- Combining multiple influencing factors should be avoided; it is far better to present one to two parameters in the same study for optimal power and clarity of the results.

DATA ANALYSIS

Analysis of WL studies is simple and straightforward because continuous data arise that frequently have a normal distribution. Another important point is that the reference
values or controls are known, as the majority of studies validate the length determined *ex vivo* directly on extracted teeth, and the same applies for most *in vivo* WL measurements. Although the length of the root canal is determined, the main interest is in the distances to an apical reference point. Some studies did not present these distances, instead the mean of root canal lengths was used to compare study groups. Whilst this is statistically correct, it does not provide the more clinically relevant information about how close the WL measurements were to the apical reference. However, the determined root canal lengths may be further analysed to see if there is a relation between the magnitude of length and the distance to the apical reference.

### Mean of positive and negative values

In WL studies, positive and negative values arise, as for example measurements beyond and short of the foramen. The mean of such measurements is often around zero, as WL data typically show a normal distribution. This can be misleading when the measurements are far away from the target landmark. Whilst the SD will show the dispersion of the data, it is helpful to calculate the mean of absolute measurements or to separately present data beyond or short of the reference. Here, graphical presentation of the raw data will solve this problem.

**Recommendations:**

- WL measurements beyond and short of the reference landmark should be analysed and presented, for example, by plotting the raw data.
- The mean of absolute distances to the apical reference should be provided.

### CONFIDENCE INTERVAL (CI) AND SD

Figure 9 reveals that the minority of WL studies provided CIs. In WL studies, the SDs of the means are frequently presented, but in some studies, as in this publication (ElAyouti et al., 2005), the SD is missing. SD is an important parameter that describes the dispersion of the data around the mean. Further, pooled SD can be used to calculate the effect size of the study, which is a useful parameter in meta-analysis. However, CIs of the mean are strongly recommended (Altman, 2005) as they provide an estimate of the precision when similar studies are performed and therefore provide an interval where the true mean of the population would lie. Because CIs are dependent on sample size, they are wide with a small sample size and narrow with a large one. CIs have a link to *p*-values and can also be used to compare test groups.

**FIGURE 9** Frequency of different statistical methods implemented in reviewed working length accuracy studies

When CIs of the means of tested groups do not overlap, it can be inferred that they are statistically significantly different. Commonly, a 95% CI or 99% CI are calculated. Another merit of CIs is that they have the same unit of the mean (mm in WL studies); therefore, they are easier to comprehend than *p*-values (Gardner & Altman, 1986).

**Recommendation:**

- SDs and CIs should be presented as they provide valuable information about the dispersion and precision of the results. Both have the same unit of data and are easy to comprehend.

### Hypothesis testing

Hypothesis testing is unnecessarily and excessively used (Gigerenzer, 2004). Whilst both CI and hypothesis testing utilize an approximation of the sampling distribution, CI is clearly better than testing a hypothesis. In WL studies, the differences are clearly measured, and these differences need to be quantified, not just to detect their presence. If only *p*-values are presented, the magnitude of the determined factors is lost. Similarly, when using paired *t*-tests, it is not appropriate to conclude that WL methods agree simply because they are not significantly different. In fact, a dispersion of the data will commonly lead to a nonsignificant difference between the means. When performed, hypothesis testing has to be sufficiently presented and carefully interpreted (Souza, 2014).

**Recommendation:**

- Hypothesis testing of WL data should be avoided as it obscures the magnitude of the differences and is not appropriate for assessing the agreement of WL methods.
Correlation analysis

In WL studies, correlation is often erroneously used to determine the agreement of measurements from different methods or different operators. Correlation is a measure of association and cannot be used to determine the agreement. In some situations, methods of poor agreement may have a high correlation coefficient. The continuous character of the data in WL measurements and the possibility for performing repeated measurements in the same root canal is optimal for eliminating inter-subject variation by performing pairwise analysis and determination of the limits of agreement (Bland & Altman, 1999).

Recommendation:
- The use of correlation analysis to determine the agreement between different WL methods should be avoided.

Raw data

Raw data are rarely presented in WL studies (Figure 10). A simple graphical presentation of the raw data can be much more powerful than any statistical analysis and is the best proof of the conclusions. WL studies rarely include huge volumes of data, and the results are mainly continuous numbers of distances to a target landmark. The raw data can be simply presented by plotting data points in Box Plots of different groups, or when pairwise analysis is performed, differences can be presented in relation to the equality line (Mancini et al., 2014; Miletic et al., 2011; Stoll et al., 2010; Uzun et al., 2008).

Recommendations for reporting:
- The raw data should be presented in the form of graphs as they are more comprehensible than tables.
- Accuracy can be presented by giving the percentage of measurements within the accuracy tolerance. Provide mean distances to the apical references with SD and CI as margin of error. CI can be used for comparisons.
- The precision of experimental setup and examiners should be presented by providing the repeatability of study procedures and agreement of examiners.
- The repeatability of investigated WL devices/methods should be provided.
- Depending on sampling distribution, and when needed, hypotheses testing or nonparametric comparisons can be presented.

JUST BECAUSE IT IS PUBLISHED DOES NOT MEAN IT MUST BE CORRECT

Mistakes do not really matter as long as they do not influence the methodology and results, for example typographical errors or incorrect wording. However, inappropriate procedures or analysis have a major impact on the results and need to be addressed, especially if they are repeatedly published over many years. The best way to avoid such mistakes is to question published methodology and revisit procedures and analysis before adopting them. An example of a repeated simple mistake that keeps occurring in publications over the past years can be seen in studies testing the Root ZX device (J. Morita MFG Corp, Tokyo, Japan), which is the most tested EAL. The use of the display scale “Flashing bar between 0.0 and 1” is ambiguous because the flashing bar is an adjustable display that can take any value between “0.0” and “1”. A small mistake but one which has a major impact because in all these studies, the reference scale used was not clearly defined.

CALL IT APEX LOCATOR, FORAMEN LOCATOR, CONSTRICION LOCATOR, ROOT CANAL LENGTH MEASURING DEVICE, ...

Apex locators are devices that initially measured the electrical resistance and later the relative impedance through the root canal. Some authors name them “Foramen locator” or “root canal length measuring device” to describe what these devices determine. Actually, these devices can determine not only the apical foramen, but also every egress to the periodontium, so they can locate root fractures, resorptions, perforations and the level of root end resection. In addition, and because they measure intracanal
relative impedance, they can locate the change of canal cross-sectional area next to the root canal egress, that is to say the apical constriction. So, if we want a name that best describes contemporary devices, this would be “root canal-relative-impedance measuring device”. Actually, it does not matter which name is chosen, as long as everyone understands what is meant by it and more importantly, that one accepts the names others have chosen. It just happened that these devices are best known as apex locators.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

*In vivo* studies comprise around one third of the publications dealing with working length determination. The majority of studies evaluated electronic apex locators.

Most studies tested straight root canals and single-rooted teeth that did not have an indication for root canal treatment. Information on the accuracy of working length determination in more difficult root canal anatomies is scarce.

Procedural error is rarely calculated. In the context of the narrow accuracy tolerance of endodontic working length, the results of many studies may be questioned.

Hypothesis testing and correlation analysis were improperly used to determine the agreement between WL methods. Raw data presentation would have been more valuable than sophisticated statistical analysis.
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